Technique for importing greater evolution resolution in multidimensional NMR spectrum.
A very simple and general procedure that extracts constant-evolution-frequency data from a truncated multidimensional (2D, 3D, 4D, etc.) FID is described, generalized, analyzed, and illustrated. The method replaces Fourier transformation of the evolution dimension with a linear model created from a separate, high-quality 1D FID. The equivalent of high resolution in the evolution dimension can be achieved without obtaining an extensive multidimensional FID. The analysis of the 1D FID can also be used to predict the signal to noise ratio of the extracted slices that will result from various evolution dimension sampling protocols, making it possible to develop a priori an optimal sampling strategy for the multidimensional FID. The evolution dimension need not be sampled periodically. The procedure has a potential signal-to-noise ratio advantage because it extracts usable information from a multidimensional FID at short evolution times before the magnetization has decayed significantly.